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Abstract
This paper presents a method for determining the mass moments and products of
inertia and the center of mass of small rigid bodies. The method employed uses a
parameter estimation technique called quasilinearization which has expected quadratic
convergence properties. This technique allows for the identification of parameters given
that the dynamical behavior of the system is known and output is available on its
components.
~._- '.'
The moment-free motion of small rigid bodies, which isgovemed by the
Newtonian equations of motion, was examined in conjunction with the quasilinearization
technique. The rotational output of this system was collected experimentally on a golf
club head by a motion detection system and also simulated for a rectangular tetrahedron.
Implementation of quasilinearization produced useful and relatively accurate results, but
could only yield ratios of the ,moments and products of inertia. The unique determination
of these parameters and the center of mass was only possible if two systems involving the
rigid body in question were analyzed.
Problems in determining the center of mass and one unique inertia value were
encountered. Small perturbations in the true solutions of the ratios of the inertia
parameters cause very large errors in the results for the center of mass. While further
analysis of this problem is needed, quasilinearization still proved useful in determining
information regarding the rotational characteristics of small rigid bodies.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
The goal of this paper is to present a method for estimating the inertia parameters
and location of the center of mass of small rigid bodies. The method considered uses a
parameter estimation scheme called quasilinearization. The method, description of the
system, data collection procedure, results, and limitations will be presented.
The inertia parameters sought consist of the mass moments and products of inertia
of a rigid body about the axes of a Cartesian coordinate system fixed to the center of
mass. They are also referred to as elements of the inertia matrix. By definition, these
parameters describe the resistance of a rigid body to rotation because they give
information on the body's distribution of mass about particular axes and planes. If the
inertia parameters are known, the equations of motion that govern rigid body rotational
motion are completely described. This is the motivation for determining these
parameters.
For an irregularly shaped rigid body, the inertia matrix and center of mass
location are non trivial to determine. One method in use today utilizes a computer aided
design (CAD) package. First, the part is modeled in three dimensions, and then a built-in
function is executed which determines the inertia parameters given that the
material/density of the part is known. One downside to this is that many rigid bodies are
made up of composite materials or materials with varying densities. Another is that some
complex shapes can't be modeled exactly. Other methods include the use of expensive
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machines which operate on the principle of the inverted torsion pendulum. However,
many of these machines are unable to determine the products of inertia when the
principal axes are unknown. A third method is described in U.S. patent 5309753. The
process is inexpensive and effective but time consuming, hence the interest in an alternate
method.
The differential equations that govern the rotation of a rigid body are well known.
Therefore, identifying the inertia parameters for a given rigid body would allow us to
predict its behavior subject to specified initial conditions. l The quasilinearization
technique is a numerical method that allows for the identification of parameters given
that the equations governing the system are known and that the output of the system is
known either by observation or design. For a sufficiently good initial approximation,
quadratic convergence of the solution can be expected using this scheme. This paper
proposes to use a least squares fit criterion between the output data and the model to
generate the initial approximation of the parameters.
In order to use quasilinearization to fmd the inertia parameters of a rigid body,
rotational trajectory data of that rigid body is needed. More specifically, measurements
of the body-fixed angular velocities are needed since the rotational equations of motion
are given in terms these velocities. For the purpose of this research, trajectory data was
obtained experimentally from a golf club driver head and simulated for a rectangular
tetrahedron. In the first case, the trajectory data was obtained on a golf club head via a
I Assuming external moments are known
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motion detection system whose output was spatial position coordinates of the golf club
head as a function of time. This data was then converted to angular velocities. The
simulated data for the rectangular tetrahedron was generated by integrating the rotational
equations of motion for the body-fixed angular velocities.
Due to the nature of the equations of motion for moment free rotation of a rigid
body, the quasilinearization technique can only yield the ratios ofthe parameters in the
inertia matrix. To find the inertia parameters uniquely and also find the center of mass
location, more information is needed. This information can be found from a second set
of trajectory data that is collected on the rigid body with an attached mass whose inertia
and center of mass parameters are known. The relationship between the appended
system, the original system, and the ratios determined from quasilinearization for both
systems can be used to uniquely determine the inertia parameters and the center of mass
location of the rigid body in question.
The following chapters describe the process of generating the data, determining
the parameters, and include a discussion on the results. In Chapter 2, the rotational
equations of motion for a rigid body are presented and discussed. The assumptions and
background information that are necessary in deriving these equations are also discussed.
In Chapter 3, two approaches for estimating the parameters are investigated. The course
of action is given. The quasilinearization technique is presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5
deals with the apparatus and system used to collect the trajectory data. Chapter 6
discusses the simulated data for a rectangular tetrahedron. Chapter 7 describes the
4
procedure necessary to convert the collected experimental data into angular velocities.
The results and discussion on the domain of convergence for quasilinearization is
presented in Chapter 8. Finally, Chapter 9 provides a brief summary of this work.
5
Chapter 2 - Rigid Body Concepts and Rotational Equations of Motion
Introduction
This chapter explains the concept of a rigid body and its inertia properties. These
terms are defined along with the center of mass. The equations that govern rigid body
rotational motion are also presented and discussed. The assumptions made in deriving
these equations will also be presented, along with an assessment of their validity as they
apply to our system.
A rigid body is defined as a body with phys~cal dimensions (unlike a point mass)
where the distances between the particles that constitute the body remain unchanged [1].
Although these distances do change when bodies undergo loading, it is a reasonable
approximation when the deformation is small compared to the size of the body and when
energy attributed to elastic effects is negligible. Small bodies that meet these
requirements fall within the scope of this paper. In particular, it is reasonable to
approximate the golf club head driver that was analyzed as a rigid body because it meets
the aforementioned criterion.
Definitions of Rigid Body Parameters
The mass, center of mass, and inertia matrix of a rigid body are properties that are
needed to analyze rigid body motion. The mass of a rigid body describes its resistance to
change in translational motion, and the elements of the inertia matrix describe the
resistance to change in rotational motion. The equations of motion are developed about
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the Genter of mass to simplify the analysis. This paper proposes a method to determine
the center of mass location and inertia matrix of a small rigid body which are defined as
follows. The location of the center of mass G of a rigid body is
rG =2- f r dm
m body
where r is the vector from a specified coordinate system origin to a differential mass
element dm. The mass moments and products of inertia give information on how the
mass of a rigid body is distributed about certain axes and planes. 2 In this paper, the
(2.1)
moments and products of inertia considered are about a Cartesian coordinate system fixed
to the center of mass of the rigid body. Let us define this coordinate system as the body-
fixed frame. If the location of a differential mass element can be represented by the
vector r = xi + yj +zk, the moments of inertia about the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis
respectively are
I x.'( = f (l + z2) dm ;
body
1.1), = f (x 2 +Z2 ) dm ;
body
Izz = f (x 2 +l) dm (2.2)
body
The moments of inertia are all positive quantities since each is obtained by integration of
a positive integrand. The products of inertia with respect to the xy, xz, and yz planes are
defined as
II}' = f xydm;
body
Iyz = f yzdm;
body
I xz = f xz dm
body
(2.3)
Unlike the moments of inertia, the products of inertia may take on negative values. The
inertia matrix, [10], is made up the moments and products of inertia and is defined as
2 For duration of paper, all moments and products of inertia refer to mass moments and products of inertia.
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l
I.a
[Ia]= -Ixy
-I
xz
-IXZ]
-Iyz
I zz
(2.4)
An important property of the inertia matrix is that the determinant of [h] is greater than
zero [I]. This means that its inverse exists which is necessary in developing the
equations for quasilinearization.
Rotational Equations of Motion
Since the definitions of the inertia parameters give a measure of the mass
distribution on the rigid body, it is reasonable to expect that they will playa role in its
rotational motion. The relationship can be developed from the law governing rotational
motion. This law states that the rate of change of angular momentum about the center of
mass of a rigid body is equal to the sum of all applied moments about the center of mass.
By writing the angular velocity vector, co, in terms of the body-fixed frame as co = ~i +
ayj + lUzk, the rotational equations of motion in column vector format become
(2.5)
where {Ma} represents the external or applied moments about the center of mass and{ a}
represents the rate of change of the angular velocity in the body-fixed frame. 3 In the
body-fixed frame, the angular acceleration or rate of change of the angular velocity can
be obtained by using the transport theorem as follows
, [OJ1iHheskew-symmot"o mol,", of ro defined" [OJlJ~,
l-wy
8
o
(2.6)
In order to determine the external moments in (2.5), we must define the motion
under consideration. This paper considers the motion created by tossing a small rigid
body into the air under the influence of gravity. The external forces that are present
during this motion are lift, drag, and forces due to gravity. Since the resultant of the
forces due to gravity pass through the center of mass, it produces no external moment.
Now if we assume that the forces due to lift and drag are negligible, we are left with
moment free motion. For the case of golf club driver head motion, this is a reasonable
assumption because the lift and drag coefficients are small due to the club geometry and
relatively low velocity of the club motion. For moment free rotation, the rotational
equations of motion reduce to
(2.7)
The effect that moment free motion has on determining the inertia parameters is more
clearly illustrated by expanding this equation. The expanded rotational equations are
I."t/tJx - I.ry (wy - OJxOJz) - lxz (Wz +OJxOJy) - (Iyy - I zz ) OJyOJz - IyZ (OJy2 - OJz2 ) =0
I }YOJy - Iyz (OJz - OJxOJy) - I.ry (OJx+OJyOJz)- ((z - Iu )OJxOJz - Ixz (OJz2 - OJx2 ) =0
Izzwz - I.tI ( Wx- OJyOJz) - I.VI ( OJy+OJ..OJz) - (!x. - I}Y )OJ..OJy - Ixy (OJ..2 - m/ )=0 (2.8)
Upon examination of these equations, it can be seen that multiplying each parameter by
the same constant does not disturb the equations. This means that there are an infinity of
inertia parameters that would yield the same rotational trajectory for moment free motion.
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Due to this, implementation of quasilinearization on (2.8) will not determine the moments
and products of inertia uniquely. Actually, quasilinearization will fail to find any
parameters if (2.8) is used. This is because the quasilinearization technique develops a
linear relationship between the parameters and the output data based on (2.8). This linear
system will be inherently rank deficient because as (2.8) shows, any trajectory generated
from moment free rotation will not be unique to one set of parameters.
Determining Unique Parameters
We might expect, however, that the ratios of the parameters are unique. To
further examine this hypothesis, let us divide each equation by f-rx (or any
moment/product of inertia which you know to be non-zero) and define the following
ratios as
(2.9)
The rotational equations then become
OJx - 133 (OJy - OJxOJz ) - 134 (OJz +OJ.rOJy ) - (131 - 132 )OJyOJz - 135 (OJ/ - OJz2 ) = 0
1310Jy - 135 (OJz - OJ.rOJy ) - 133 (co.r +OJyOJz ) - (132 -1) OJxOJz - fJ4 (OJz2 - OJx2 ) =0 (2.10)
1320Jz - 134 (OJx - OJyOJz ) - 135 (Wy +OJxOJz ) - (1- 131 )OJ.rOJy - 133 (OJ./ - OJ/ ) =0
Two questions can now be posed on the subject of uniqueness. First, can two inertially
different rigid bodies yield the same rotational trajectory given the same initial
conditions? Second, can two inertially different rigid bodies yield the same rotational
trajectory given different initial conditions?
10
Intuitively it would seem that the case where two or more sets ofbeta parameters
yield the same trajectory with the same initial conditions is rare. Furthermore, although
this may be a mathematic possibility, as in the following case,
/31 =-1, /32 =1, /33 =/34 =/35 =0, and mx (0) =my (0) =mz (0)
/31 =1, /32 = -1, /33 =/34 =/35 =0, and ~,(O) =m/O) =mJO)
it is not physically possible for a rigid body. By definition (2.2), the moments of inertia
are positive quantities, i.e. I xx > 0, I yy > 0, I zz > 0. This means that /31 and /3l must also
be greater than zero.
(2.11)
Therefore we see that the case presented is not valid for rigid body motion. Additionally,
the determinant of the inertia matrix must be greater than zero. This corresponds to
(2.12)
These constraints can be used to analyze the results from quasilinearization.
Although no mathematical proof is offered, let us assume that we can indeed find
a rotational trajectory that will yield unique beta parameters and initial conditions. If this
is the case, quasilinearization can be used to determine them. By defining [IG'] as
follows
(2.13)
the rotational equations of motion in column vector format become
11
Solving for {ill} gives us
which is in the appropriate form for use in the quasilinearization method.4
4 [Ar1 indicates the inverse matrix of [A]
12
(2.14)
(2.15)
Chapter 3 - Two Approaches to Identifying the Parameters
Introduction
This chapter discusses the two approaches that were investigated for estimating
the inertia and center of mass parameters of a small rigid body. The limitations of the
approaches are discussed and the desired course of action is given.
Application of quasilinearization to the equations of motion (2.8) for moment free
rotation of a rigid body will not determine the moments and products of inertia uniquely.
In fact, quasilinearization will fail to find any parameters if (2.8) is used. This is because
the parameters are refined in the quasilinearization technique by solving a linear system
of equations for the parameters, and in this case the coefficient matrix is rank deficient
due to the fact that more than one set of parameters can yield the same trajectory in
moment free rotation. However, quasilinearization can yield the five unique beta
parameters discussed in Chapter 2. This still doesn't solve the problem of finding the
inertia matrix and center of mass of the rigid body. In order to find the desired
parameters two schemes were investigated.
First Scheme
The concept of the first scheme was to subject the rigid body to a known external
moment such that the equations of motion (2.8) were no longer homogeneous. It is
thought that with trajectory data on this system, the coefficient matrix involved in
quasilinearization would no longer be rank deficient. To apply an external moment, an
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object such as a sphere, whose mass and inertia properties are known, would be attached
to the rigid body at a known location. A system of this sort can be seen in Figure 3-1
where an approximately massless rod attaches the sphere to the rigid body. In this figure,
point G represents the location of the center of mass of the rigid body, point P represents
the center of mass of the sphere, point 0 represents the location of the center of mass of
the entire system, and point B represents the origin of the body coordinate system.
Added Mass, ffil
G
•
Rigid Body, ffil
rplB = dk
rG1B = ai +bj +ck
Figure 3-1
If this system were to undergo rotational motion, the relative acceleration a.nd
inertia of the spherical object would cause an internal moment on the rigid body. See
Figure 3-2. However, if we replace the sphere and rod with an equivalent force and
moment system at G, as in Figure 3-3, we can analyze its effe9t as an external moment.
This moment can be derived from moment and force balances on the system, and will be
presented shortly. As a result of the external moment, the governing equations of motion
of the rigid body are no longer homogeneous. Additionally, the position vector from the
14
unknown center of mass of the rigid body to the object, fPIG, shows up in the rotational
equations of motion and therefore allows for its determination. We can now use the
motion detection system presented in Chapter 5 to obtain the trajectory data on this
system. At this point, it seems that quasilinearization could be used to determine the
unknown parameters.
-F
-F
F
F
Figure 3-2
-F
Figure 3-3
To evaluate this hypothesis, consider the following analysis. First we define the
vector fPlG using the definitions for the position vectors fpIB and fGIB as stated Figure 3-1,
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where the distance d is known and the distances a, b, and c are unknown. This can be
written as
(3.1)
Now we split the entire system into three separate systems whose force and moment
diagrams are shown in Figure 3-2. After summing the forces and moments on each
system, the equation governing the rotational motion of the rigid body in question can be
written as
where [10 ] is the inertia matrix of the rigid body and I p is the moment of inertia of the
sphere.s However, after expanding and rearranging this equation, it takes the form of
(2.8) as seen below
[I.u +m* (bZ+c*Z) +Ip ] lOx - [I.ry +m'abJ(lOy - OJxOJz) - [Ixz +m*ac*J(lOz+WiJJy )
-[Iyy - Izz +m* (c*z - bZ)JOJyOJz- [Iyz +m*bc'J(OJyZ- OJzZ) =0
[Iy.v +m* (aZ+c*Z)+ Ip ] lOy -[Iyz +m*bc' J( lOz - OJxOJy) -[I.ry +mOabJ( lOx +OJyOJz )
-[I -I +m*(aZ-c*Z)JOJOJ -[I +m*ac*J(OJz-mZ)=Ozz xx x z xz z x
where m* = 1111+1112 and c* =c-d. Ifwe take a closer look at (3.3), it can be seen that the
1111 m2
bracketed expressions are the moments and products of inertia of the entire system about
body axes located at its center of mass, O. This is verified in Appendix A by the use of
5 For a sphere whose body axes are located at its center of mass P, I Pxx = I!')J' = I p:: = I p and IpX)' = I px: = IpT-
=0.
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the parallel axis theorem. Furthermore, using the logic described in Chapter 2, it can be
shown that there are not nine unique parameters. Again, quasilinearization would fail to
find these parameters uniquely.
Initially this scheme seemed promising as an efficient means of determining the
parameters. Unfortunately, the analysis proved that it would not work. However, the
analysis was still productive because the second scheme uses the concept of the attached
mass and the resultant equations of motion (3.3).
Second Scheme
Like the first scheme, the second scheme involves obtaining trajectory data from
the combined system of the rigid body and attached mass. But in addition to this, another
set of trajectory data is needed from the rigid body alone. Quasilinearization would be
used to extract two sets of beta parameters, one for the combined system and one for the
rigid body in question. Finally, the known relationship between the inertia parameters of
the rigid body and the inertia parameters of the combined system, as seen in (3.3), would
be used to determine the inertia parameters and the location of the center of mass of the
rigid body.
Using the derivation in Appendix A or (3.3), the moments and the products of
inertia of the entire system about 0 are
17
Io,xx =I.tx +Ip+m* (b Z+c*Z),
IO'JJ' =Iyy + Ip+m* (aZ+c*Z),
Io,zz =Izz + Ip+m* (a Z+bZ),
10 =1 '+1 +m*ab,xy xy p
Io,xz =I tZ +Ip+m*ac* (3.4)
where m* = /Il1+/Il2 and c* =c - d, Now the beta parameters for the entire system can be
nil 1112
written as
IR _ O,yy
PO,1 --1-'
O,xx
For clarity, let us define
Io,xyfJO,3 =-1-'
O,xx
R = Io,xz
fJO,4 I 'O,xx
A = IO,yZ
O,s I
O,.tx
(3.5)
ri =fJo,1' Yz = fJo,z' Y3 = fJO,3' Y4 = fJO,4' Ys = fJo.s, (3.6)
and call them gamma parameters. Now we can write YI as
This can be rearranged into
I.tx (ri - fJI) - m*aZ+m*bz+m* (ri -1) c*z =Ip(1- ri) (3.8)
Ifwe repeat these steps with the other gamma parameters, we end up with the following
system of equations
(Yl - fJI)Itx - m*az+ m*Ylbz +m* (Yl -1)c*z =(1- YI )Ip
(yz - fJz)I.tx -m*az+ m* (yz -1)bZ+m*yzc*z =(l-yz )Ip
(Y3 - fJ3)Itx -m*ab+m*Y3b2 +m*Y3c*z =-Y/p
( R ) I * * * bZ * *Z IY4 -P4 Xt -m ac +m Y4 +m Y4 C =-Y4 P
(Ys - fJs) I.tx - m*bc* +m*YsbZ+m*ysc*z =-yip
We can solve for Ixx in the first equation and substitute it into the others to reduce the
system to four equations in the three unknowns a, b, and c. This yields
18
(3,9)
(Y2 - fJ2 - YI + fJI )a2+ (YIfJ2 - Y2fJI + fJI - I'i )b2+- (YIfJ2 - Y2fJI + r2 - fJ2) C·2
=n:. (-YIfJ2 - Y2 + fJ2 + Y2fJI + YI - fJI )Ip
•
(Y3 - fJ3) a2+ (YlfJ3 - Y3fJI) b2+ (Y3 - fJ3 + l'ifJ3 - Y3fJI) c·2+ (-YI + fJI )ab
=1/:. (-YIfJ3 - Y3 + fJ3 +Y3fJl) Ip
(Y4 - fJ4)a 2+ (YlfJ4 -Y4fJI )b2+(Y4 - fJ4 +YlfJ4 -YJJI)c·2+(-YI + fJI )ac'
=n:. (-YIfJ4 - Y4 + fJ4 + Y4fJI )Ip
(Ys - fJs) a2+ (YlfJS - YSfJI) b2+ (Ys - fJs + YlfJS - YSfJI)c·2+(-YI + fJI )bc'
= I~. ( -YlfJS - Ys + fJs + YSfJI )Ip
with
I =m'(a2-b2YI-c'2(rl-1)-~(YI-1)Ip)
.U (YI-fJI)
As we can see, (3.10) is an overdetennined system of quadratic equations in three
variables. There are relinearization methods for detennining a unique solution to
(3.10) 11-0
(3.11)
overdetennined quadratic equations which I am currently researching. Also, a non-linear
least squares method can possibly be used to solve this system. But for the time being I
am proposing a method to find the solution using the software program Maple. Maple
has the capability of analytically detennining the solutions to certain quadratic systems
where)the number of unknowns are equal to the number of equations. Such systems often
have multiple solutions. Since (3.10) is overdetennined, I propose to break the original
system into four systems of three equations as follows
System 1 System 2 System 3 System 4
(3.10) a (3.10) a (3.10) a (3.10)b
(3.10)b (3.10)b (3.10) c (3.10) c
(3.10) c (3.10) d (3.10) d (3.10)d
Table 3-1
19
Maple can than be used to determine the solutions to these systems using the "solve"
command. The solution set to each system can be compared and the solution(s) which
satisfies all four systems will be considered the true solution. If Maple fails to produce a
solution set for one system, the numerical command "fsolve" canbe used to verify that a
solution common to the other systems satisfies that system as well.
Since these are quadratic equations, this method can only be used to determine the
values for a, b, and c up to a +/- sign, i.e. (a =Xl' b =X2 , C =x3 ) and
(a =-xl'b =-x2'c =-x3 ) will both satisfy the system and will both be given in the
Maple solutions. The correct signs must be determined by examining the system and
making an educated guess. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the correct solution must
be composed of real numbers, and must yield a positive result for Ixx when substituted
into (3.11). Also, in my experience, more than one common (+/-) solution to the four
systems was never encountered. However, it cannot be guaranteed that this method will
always produce a unique solution, as no mathematical proof is offered. In spite of this, it
is reasonable to assume that a solution can be found provided that the beta and gamma
parameters are sufficiently close to their true values. It is recommended to check that
(2.11) and (2.12) are satisfied for both the beta and gamma parameters before
implementing the proposed method.
20
Chapter 4 - Quasilinearization
Introduction
Quasilinearization is a numerical technique that was introduced by Richard
Bellman [2,3] in the 1960s. Originally it was developed to solve nonlinear boundary
value_problems of differential equations and systems of differential equations. However,
this technique is easily adapted to solving identification problems given that the
differential equations governing a system are known and that output of this system is
available.
The fundamental function ofquasilinearization is to solve initial value problems
(IVPs) of nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and systems. It does this by
reformulating the problem as a sequence oflinear ODEs whose solutions in general
converge quadratically to the true solution [2]. But because quasilinearization requires an
initial guess of the entire solution (not just the initial conditions) to start the process, it is
not widely used for this purpose. Other numerical techniques that solve IVPs such as
Runge Kutta and the Adams-Moulton Predictor-Corrector Method are better known and
easier to implement since they only require the initial conditions to solve the problem.
The important aspect of quasilinearization is that because of its roots in the Newton
Raphson scheme, quadratic and monotone convergence to the solution can be expected
with a sufficiently good initial approximation.
21
Although quasilinearization may not be the best method for solving IVPs, it
becomes an excellent tool when dealing with multipoint boundary value problems
(MPBVPs) of a system of differential equations. This is because the reformulation of a
nonlinear system of ODEs as a sequence of linear ones allows us to use linear theory to
find a solution that fits the boundary conditions. Essentially, we guess the unknown
initial conditions on the system, generate a solution via quasilinearization, and then use
linear theory to find an improved guess for the initial conditions by matching the solution
to the boundary conditions in an optimal sense. This is repeated until the solution
converges. A significant characteristic of this process is that it can be easily adapted to
identify unknown parameters. This feature of quasilinearization will be used to identify
the inertia parameters.
This chapter presents the method of quasilinearization by first discussing its
origins in the Newton Raphson technique and then by developing the quasilinear
equations in one dimension. The extension of the one-dimensional case to the multi-
dimensional case and its application to solving multipoint boundary value problems and
parameter identification problems will be presented. The importance of the initial
approximation and the method suggested for generating one will also be presented.
Finally, quasilinearization will be applied to the identification of rigid body inertia
parameters.
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Background Information
The Newton-Raphson technique for finding the roots of a continuous nonlinear
scalar function provided a basis for the quasilinearization method. The Newton-Raphson
technique uses an iterative procedure that refines an initial approximation to a root
through a recurrence relation. The relation is derived by expanding the function in a
Taylor series about the approximation and neglecting higher order terms. Provided that
the initial guess is in the neighborhood of the root, the rate of convergence of this method
is quadratic. For a sequence of approximations, quadratic convergence means
(4.1)
where r is the root, Xn and Xn+l are a successive approximations to the root, and k is
independent of n. The authors Bellman and Kalaba explain this well by stating: "It
follows that as Xn approaches r, there is an enormous acceleration of convergence" [4].
Also, if the function is monotone decreasing for th~ region of interest, the sequence of
approximations to the root is monotonically convergent, 6
Xl < x2 < x3 < ... < xn < r (4.2)
This means that successive approximations to the root approach the actual value of the
root, but never exceed that value.?
6 A functionjis monotone decreasing on (a,b) if j(x)~j(y)whenever x<y.
7 If the initial guess of the root is greater than the root value, the second approximation and subsequent
approximations will be less than the root value and monotone convergence will be obtained.
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Developing Quasilinearization
The quasilinearization method is like the Newton-Raphson technique in that it
solves a problem by refining an initial approximation to the solution through the use of a
recurrence relation developed by expanding the function in a Taylor series about the
approximation and neglecting higher order terms. However, instead of expanding an
algebraic function, we are now expanding an ordinary differential equation. This also
means that we are looking for an entire solution to a differential equation over a specified
interval not just a single value as in the case of root finding. This is further emphasized
by the fact that quasilinearization requires an initial guess to the solution of the
differential equation at every point in the region of interest whereas the Newton-Raphson
technique requires only the initial guess of a single value.
To illustrate the quasilinearization method, we will first consider the most basic
case of the one-dimensional equation below
. dx(t)
x(t) =---;;t = f(x,t) ; t~O (4.3)
Let fbe continuous inx and t. Ifwe expandfin a Taylor series around the approximation
function x(O)(t), where superscript denotes the iteration counter, we get
f(x,t) =f(x(O) ,t)+ a/I (x-x(O))+ O(X-X(0))2
ax x(O)
where higher order terms are left out. Combining (4.3) and (4.4), the following
recurrence relation can be written
(4.4)
(4.5)
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Upon examination, it can be seen that this recurrence relation is in the form of a linear
differential equation in x(n+l). The initial guess, x(O), linearizes the recurrence relation and
a new approximation x(l) can be found by solving the linear equation (4.6) at each time
step.
(4.6)
This process continues until the solution converges.
Existence and Convergence
Bellman and Roth [3] demonstrate that the sequence functions, x(ll) (t), generated
by the quasilinearization technique to approximate the solution to (4.3), exist and are
uniformly bounded. The requirement for this to hold is to select x(O) (t) such that
max !x(O) (t) -cl <1, O~t~T (4.7)
This can be accomplished by selection of a suitable non-dimensionalization for x and/or
scaling. This is an important step and should not be skipped.
An immediate consequence of the similarity between quasilinearization and the
Newton-Raphson technique, is that convergence can be expected to be monotonic and
quadratic. Bellman and Roth [3] show quadratic convergence will occur if T is chosen
such that
where
T~_l_
3m
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(4.8)
for ml = maxlf(x)l,
af(x)
m =max--
2 ax '
. 1 a2f(x)
m3 =-max 22 ax
(4.9)
Bellman and Roth also state that monotone convergence will only hold for positive and
convex functions. However, if the interval (O,T) is taken sufficiently small, theoretically,
the function can be made to possess these properties. In any case, these properties are not
required for quadratic convergence and therefore, do not cause serious limitations in
solving problems via quasilinearization.
The results on existence and convergence are also applicable to systems ofIVPs.8
However, when quasilinearization is used to solve MPBVPs and identification problems,
the process is changed somewhat. The procedure must now involve finding initial
conditions which cause the function to converge to the solution specified by the boundary
conditions.9 According to Bellman and Kabala [2], "relatively little has been done in
connection with the analytic study of these equations." But Radbill and McCue [24]
suggest that "with a sufficiently good initial approximation, the solution will converge
quadratically and monotonically (at least in the later stages." Bellman and Roth [3]
conclude that the quasilinearization method leads to "the construction ofa series of
functions which, if they converge at all, converge quadrically, and there could always be
found a neighborhood about the origin where this convergence is monotone."
8For the system given in (4.11), max jx(O) (t) - xoI< I
9 When we solve IVPs via quasilinearization, we develop a sequence ofequations that converges to the true
solution given fixed initial conditions. When we use quasilinearization to solve MPBVPs and identification
problems, the initial conditions are updated at each iteration so that the solution is made to fit the boundary
conditions in an optimal sense. This will be made clear in a later section.
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Quasilinearization Applied to Systems of ODEs
The quasilinearization method presented for the first order differential equation
(4.3) readily generalizes for the case of a system of nonlinear differential equations.
Consider the N-dimensional nonlinear system
i=1,2, ... ,N (4.10)
where Xi are the state variables of the system,Ji are continuous stationary functions ofthe
state variables, and XO,i are the initial values ofthe state variables. This can be more
compactly written in column vector format as
x=f (x,t), (4.11 )
where x, Xo, and f are N-dimensional vectors. Applying the same method used to derive
the quasilinear equations for a single differential equation, we can generate the following
recurrence relation for the system
X(Il+1) =f ( x(Il), t) +J (x(Il), t) (X(Il+1) _ x(Il»)
where J is the Jacobian matrix defined by
J .. (x(ll) t) = aJ;
lj , ax.
} x(n)
(4.12)
(4.13)
Again, we see that the recurrence relation is linear in x(n+l). By substituting an initial
approximation X(O) to the solution of (4.1 1) into (4.12), we are left with a linear IVP in
x(l). The resulting IVP can be integrated numerically over the specified range. This
process is repeated until agreement occurs between two subsequent solutions to some
specified tolerance.
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Application to Nonlinear Multipoint Boundary Value Problems (MPBVPs) using
Linear Theory
The application of quasilinearizati06to multipoint boundary value problems for
nonlinear systems of differential equations where only some or none of the initial
conditions are known is the real strength of this technique. Not only can it solve these
problems, but it does so by identifying the initial conditions which force the solution to
match the boundary conditions. Consider the nonlinear system given in (4.11). This time
suppose that the initial condition vector Xo is unknown. Instead suppose that we have a
minimum ofN measurements on the system. Using the quasilinear equations in (4.12),
we see that the system has the linear form
where
A(t) =J(x(lJ) ,t),
x=A(t)x +b(t)
b (t) =f (x(lJ) ,t) -J( x(lJ) ,t)x(lJ)
(4.14)
(4.15)
According to the Existence and Uniqueness Theorem for linear first order systems, if A(t)
and bet) are continuous functions, the system (4.14) subject to the initial condition Xo has
a unique solution. Furthermore the solution to the linear system, x(t), can be written as
the sum of a linear combination of any N linearly independent solutions, Xh,i(t), to the
homogeneous system
Xh,; =A(t)xh,;
and any particular solution, xp(t), which solves
xp =A(t)xp +b(t)
The solution then has the form
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(4.16)
(4.17)
NX(t)= LC;Xh,i(t)+Xp(t)
;=1
where Ci are scalars chosen to satisfy the initial condition Xo. We can generate the
linearly independent solutions Xh,i by selecting the initial conditions,
Xl (to), Xz(to), '.' . ,xN (to) , such that they are linearly independent vectors. This
condition guarantees that the corresponding solutions, Xl (t), Xz(t), ... ,xN (t), are
linearly independent. Ifwe expand (4.18) and reformulate we get
X(t) =Xl (t) cj +Xz(t )Cz+... +x3 (t) CN +Xp(t)
x(t)=[xl (t)x Z (t) .. ·x3 (t)]{C1 Cz ... cNf +xp(t)
x(t) =Xh(t)c+ xp(t)
(4.18)
(4.19)
where the columns of X/z are N linearly independent solutions to the homogeneous system
and c is the vector of scalars Ci. The solution matrix Xh then satisfies the following
homogeneous system
Xh=A(t)Xh
If we select the initial conditions for (4.17) and (4.20) such that
Xh(to)=I
xp(to)=O
(4.20)
(4.21)
we find that the vector of scalars c will be equal to the initial condition, xo. 10 This is
because at to the following must be true.
X(to) =X" (to) C+Xp(to)
Substituting (4.21) into (4.22) we verify this
(4.22)
10 The solution matrix X" to X" =A(t) X" with X" (to) =I, is called the principal fundamental solution.
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Xo =Ic+O (4.23)
These scalars can now be found by matching the solution, x, to the measured
boundary data. Let us suppose that N noise free measurements were made on the x, and
let us define a measured boundary value on the i-th component ofx at time tj as xm, (t j ).
We can now formulate (4.19) into a linear algebraic system of N equations where each
equation is of the form
The corresponding system will have the general form
* • x*XIII -xp = "c
(4.24)
(4.25)
where (4.24) is used to specify the components of X;lI' x~, and X;,. The solution is then
X•-I (. • )c= " xm-xp (4.26)
This process can be illustrated in the simple case where N noise free measurements are
taken on X at time ts, such that xm (ts)=xm ' Ifwe evaluate (4.24) at ts, we can solve for
c.
X(ts)-xp (ts)=X" (ts)c
C =X" (tsf' (x(ts)-x p (ts ))
(4.27)
It is important to mention at this point, that in order to solve (4.26) for c, a unique
solution has to exist. In other words, there cannot be more than one set of scalars, c,
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which satisfy this equation. According to the Existence and Uniqueness theorem for a
linear algebraic system, Ax =b , where the coefficient matrix A is m x n , x is n xl, and b
is mxl, a unique solution exists if and only if the rank(Alb) = rank(A) = n. If there are
more than one set of scalars, c, which can solve (4.26), then the rank(Alb) < n. In this
case, the inverse of A would not exist and we would not be able to solve x =A-lb.
If indeed a unique solution exists, and C is determiri~d, then x(n+I)(t) can be
calculated from (4.19). However, Detchmendy and Shridhar [5] suggest an alternate
/
method. They propose to use the newly found initial conditions, c, to numerically
integrate the original system, x=f (x, t) .II The resulting solution is used as the new
iteration X(I1+I)(t). One advantage of this method is that it can save memory space,
because it eliminates the need to store the [5]. In either case, once x(n+I)(t) is calculated
the procedure starts again to generate a new estimate for the C vector. This is repeated
until convergence occurs.
As afinal note, let us consider the more general case where M> N noisy
measurements are taken on the output. In this case, we can use a least squares criterion
to find c such that the square of the error between the predicted behavior, x*, and the
measured behavior, xm, is minimized. See below.
Let e =x· -XIII' then
min (1IeI12) =min (1Ix· - x112)=min (II(X;,c + x~) - XIIIr) =min (1Ix;,c - (XIII _ x~ )112) (4.28)
II A numerical integration scheme such as fourth order Runge Kutta or the Adams-Moulton Predictor
Corrector method can be used.
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where X;' is M x N, and e, x;, xm are all M x1.
12 The least squares solution to this
problem satisfies the equation
*r * *r( *)X" X"c = X" xm -xp
If the rank (X;, )=N, then the unique least squares solution c is given by
( *r * )-1 *r ( * )c= X" X" X" xm-xp
See [8] for proof and details of least squares analysis. It can be seen that the only
(4.29)
(4.30)
modification to the quasilinearization procedure for solving a least squares MPBVP is
that a different set oflinear algebraic equations are solved for the components of the c
vector.
Parameter Identification
The quasilinearization method used in solving the MPBVPs is easily adapted to
finding unknown system parameters. This is done in a straightforward manner. First we
treat an unknown parameter as a state variable whose derivative with respect to time is
zero. Then we augment the system to include this variable. Now the parameter can be
identified by finding the initial conditions on the system. This is accomplished by
following the technique described for solving MPBVPs with quasilinearization. The only
modification is that more boundary values are required to satisfy the system. Suppose
that there are r parameters to be identified. A minimum ofN+r measurements are now
'2 Ifu is an M-dimensional vector,llull represents the Euclidian norm ofu, where
IIul12 =u·u =U,2 +u;+'''+U~f
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needed to identify the system. This will be presented in detail in the final section of this
chapter.
Generating the Initial Approximation to the Solution
As discussed in the section on Existence and Convergence, the initial
approximation x(O) (t) is important for convergence to occur. There are many methods
for obtaining this approximation including the use of a constant valued vector, a
polynomial approximation, or interpolation/extrapolation of the output data. There is one
particularly smart method for use on MPBVPs and identification problems that have
unknown or partially known initial conditions and parameters. In this method, the initial
approximation, x(O) (t), is obtained by first guessing the unknowns and then, numerically
integrating the original system i =f (x, t) in (4.11) with them. Selection of the unknown
initial conditions and parameters is often easier than selection of the entire vector
function x(O) (t ). As mentioned in the previous section, this procedure can also be used
to calculate the new iteration, X(I1+1)(t).
The aforementioned technique was used to implement quasilinearization in this
research. The initial guess to the unknown parameters was found by using a linear least
squares fit between (2.10) and the angular velocity and acceleration data obtained from
output on the system. The system used to set up the least squares analysis is found by
rearranging (2.10) into the following linear system in pat time, t.
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[-WW OJ/f)z -ay +~/:Uz -az - OJ./f)y
-W'+W'll [32 +~~~}4Jlly z y za y -OJxWz -ax - wyOJz OJ2_OJ2 -az +wxOJy [33x z
OJxOJy a z -OJ 2+ W 2 -ax + OJyWZ -ay - wxOJz [34 ~tWyx y
[35
The experimental and simulated data can be used to generate the angular velocity and
acceleration data at various times. This information can be used to develop a larger
overdetermined system of equations where we can solve for the beta parameters by using
the linear least squares equations developed in (4.29) and (4.30).
Identification of Rigid Body Inertia Parameters
The quasilinearization technique is described below and applied to the problem of
the identification of the rigid body inertia parameters. The rotational equations of motion
were given in (2.15) as
This can be also expressed as
ro =g(OO,p,t)
where ill is the angular velocity vector ( the state), ~ is the vector of unknown beta
parameters, g the vector function represented by the right hand side of (4.32).
(4.32)
(4.33)
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r} [3200= ~ , p= [33 (4.34)[34
[35
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In this case, we can see that N = 3 and r=5. Suppose M > (N +r) noisy
measurements are made on various components of 00. The goal is to find the initial
conditions 000 and beta parameters ~ so that the trajectory defined by the solution to
(4.33) passes through the measured values. To do this, we consider ~ to be a state
variable with the differential equation
p=o
Now we adjoin the vector pto ffi and define
(4.35)
(4.36)
such that
i =f (z,t)
The problem can now be restated: find the initial condition Zo = z (to) such that the
(4.37)
trajectory defined by the solution of (4.36) with initial condition Zo fits the measured
values in an optimal sense. The quasilinear equations for (4.37) are
i(n+J) = f (z(n), t) + J (z(n), t) (z(n+l) - z(n»)
where
Since (4.38) is linear in i ll+1), the general solution may be written as
z(n+l) (t) =<I>(n+I) (t)c+p(n+J) (t)
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(4.38)
(4.39)
(4.40)
where <D(II+l) is the principal fundamental solution matrix of the homogeneous system
4>(11+1) (t) = J (Z(II) ,t) <D(II+I) (t), <D(II+I) (to) = I
and p"+1 a the particular solution which satisfies
(4.41 )
p(II+I) = J (Z(II) ,t )p(II+I) +f(Z(II) ,t) -J (Z(II) ,t) (Z(II»), p(lI+l) (to) = 0 (4.42)
Ifwe define a measured boundary value on the i-th component (for i =1,2, or 3) ofz at
time lj as zm, (tj ), then c can be found from the least squares solution of the system ofM
equations where each equation is in the form
Z (t.)_p(lI+l)(t.) ={<p(II+I)(t.)<p(II+I)(t.) ... <p(II+l) (t.)}{c c '''C}T (4.43)
m, J 1 J 1,1 J 1,2 J 1,8 J I 2 8
The least squares solution is given by
(4.44)
where (4.43) is used to specify the components of <D. ,p., and Z;II .
Some important computational aspects ofthis procedure:
The Jacobian has all zeros for rows 4-8. Therefore, only the first three rows of
<D and first three components of p have nontrivial solutions. Thus, the number of
equations that need to be integrated was greatly reduced. This reduces to solving the
following system
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for) = 1..8,
i1=)
i= )
(4.45)
where Jij is evaluated at zen). For CPij with i =4..8 and) =1..8, <bij =O. Therefore, with
the initial conditions given in (4.41),
<P,(t)={~ i1=)i= ) for i =4..8, ) =1..8 (4.46)
For p, the following system must be solved
p, =p,J", +P2J,,2 + P3Jl,3 +1; -(z,J", +Z2J',2 +... +zsJ"s)
P2 =P,J2,1 +P2J2,2 +P3J2,3 +h -(z,J2" +Z2J2,2 +'''+ZSJ2,s)
P3 =P,J3,1 +P2J3,2 + P3J3,3 +h - (Z/3,1 + z2J3,2 + .. ,+ zSJ3,s )
Pi(tO)=O, i=1..8
(4.47)
where JiJ and Zi are evaluated at zen). For Pi with i =4..8, P=O. Therefore, with the
initial conditions given in (4.42), Pi (t) =0, for i =4..8. Now we see that
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2 1 (t)
<1>1,1 (t) <P',2 (t) <P I,3 (t) <PI,S (t) C1 p, (t)
2 2 (t)
<1>2,1 (t) <P 2,2 (t) <P 2,3 (t) <l>2,S (t) C2 P2 (t)
2 3 (t) <1>3,1 (t) <P3,2 (t) <P 3,3 (t)" <l>3,S (t) C3 P3 (t)
2 4 (t) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 C4 0 (4.48)= +
2 5 (t) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 C5 0
2 6 (t) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 C6 0
2 7 (t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 C7 0
2 S (t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Cs 0
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Chapter 5 - Experimental Collection of Data for Golf Club Driver Head
Introduction
In order to use the quasilinearization technique to find inertia parameters,
trajectory data for a rigid body was needed. For this paper, both experimental and
simulated data were collected. This chapter discusses the collection of the experimental
data. The experimental data was obtained from measurements of the trajectory of a
thrown golf club head by a motion detection system at the United States Golf Association
(USGA) Research and Test Center in Far Hills, New Jersey. Detailed description of the
golf club head apparatus and motion detection system follow.
Description of Apparatus
The small rigid body under investigation was a Thunderbolt #1 by Carbonart golf
club driver head that was provided by the USGA. It has a 100% carbon head, a titanium
face, and is back weighted. To establish its location relative to an inertial reference
frame, the coordinates of at least three different points on the body are needed. To
accomplish this, an orthogonal triad with special spherical markers was attached to the
golf club head as seen in Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2. The markers are located at the
end of each axis of the triad, and one is also located at the origin. These markers have
reflective material that create very bright images during the motion detection process.
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FigureS-l FigureS-2
The axes of the triad are considered to be the axes of a body-fixed coordinate
system. This simplifies the procedure for generating the angular velocities of the club
head from the X,Y,Z position coordinates of the markers. Furthermore, the axes of the
triad are made from carbon fiber rods which are approximated as massless in the
rotational analysis. The large marker is a brass sphere which is considered the "attached
mass" that was discussed in Chapter 3. The other markers are made out of aluminum and
are considered massless as well. The complete detailed drawing ofthe triad can be seen
in Figure 5-3.
The accuracy of the detection of each marker is dependent upon the quality of the
calibration ofthe motion detection system, the capture volume size, the type and number
of cameras used, and the quality of the marker images. For the capture volume size at the
USGA, the marker size of 0.75 inches is recommended. At the time when data was
collected, the system setup at the USGA was capable of accuracies between 0.5 cm and
40
1 em. This information was provided by Dan India at the Motion Analysis company.
Newer digital systems produced by Motion Analysis can achieve accuracies of between
0.04 mm to 1.0 mm. This is a significant increase in accuracy, and the newer systems
should be considered for use in future analyses. See [17] for a discussion on the static
and dynamic accuracy of a RealTime Motion Analysis system.
At the time when the experimental data was collected, an apparatus with a
removable attached mass was not available. Therefore, information on the club head
alone was not collected. Because of this, only the gamma parameters of this system
could be determined. In the future, an apparatus must be designed which incorporates a
removable and replaceable mass-marker system if the inertia parameters are to be
completely identified. Furthermore, to experimentally verify the proposed identification
technique, it is necessary to know the actual inertia parameters of the golf club head.
This can be accomplished by using the method and apparatus described in U.S. patent
5309753. The apparatus is available at the USGA. Unfortunately, at the time this paper
was written, the actual values for the inertia parameters were not known. For future
analysis, it is recommended that either this data be collected or that a rigid body with
simple geometry be used so that the inertia properties can be easily calculated. Because
of the lack of data, the simulation presented in Chapter 6 will provide the bulk of the
results.
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Description ofMotion Detection System
The system used to collect the data is an integrated hardware-software system
called EVa HiRES, which is a product of the company Motion Analysis. This system
generates the XYZ coordinates of special reflective spherical markers attached to the
moving subject with respect to an inertial coordinate system established during the
calibration process. It does this at specified time intervals which are determined by the
possible frame rates of the camera equipment used. The system at the USGA consists of
five analog Motion Analysis Falcon cameras, a Video Processor computer, and a
Tracking computer.
Figure 5-4 Figure 5-5
The first step in achieving accurate motion detection is to properly set up the
cameras. The capture volume is the area where motion detection can occur and is limited
by room size. For a given capture volume, there are three main guidelines for
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determining the optimal number and position of the cameras. These can be paraphrased
from the EVa 7.0 Reference Manual as follows.
1. There should be a sufficient number of cameras to insure that at all times all
markers will be visible to at least two, but preferably three, cameras.
2. Each camera should view only a portion of the capture volume to achieve
higher accuracy and prevent too many cameras from seeing one marker.
3. Camera views should not include areas outside the capture volume to ensure
the highest possible spatial resolution.
At the USGA, the room size dictated the use of five cameras which were placed
according to the above guidelines.
The Falcon cameras, Figure 5-4, used at the USGA are capable of frame rates up
to 240 frames per second. Each camera has special lights, called ring lights, around the
camera's lens which produce a bright red strobed light. The light illuminates each
marker so brightly that it allows the cameras to capture simple black and white binary
.
images for fast video processing. These binary images are sent to the Video Processor
computer where the centroid "frame locations" of all markers in each frame are
generated. Centroid "frame location" refers to the position of the centroid relative to the
frame of view captured by the camera, not its position in 3-D space. The centroid data is
generated for all frames from all cameras. This data is then sent to the Tracking
computer which uses the EVa software and calibration data (which will be described
subsequently) to calculate the three-dimensional coordinate paths of the markers.
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The process of converting marker image data into marker paths in 3-D space by
the Tracking computer is accomplished in several steps. The first step is to identify the
spatial position coordinates of each marker in all of the frames. The centroid data from
each frame can tell us that the marker it sees lies along aline starting at the camera lens
and passing through the marker. It cannot tell us where along the line the marker is
located. However, if the marker is seen in another camera, the computer can find the
point where the lines cross. Normally, the computer will find lines from several cameras
that pass fairly close to a single point. Noise-free data of the lines would cause an
intersection at a single point. Since this is not the case, the computer will generate the
best-fit point and also calculate the residual, a measure for the goodness of fit of the data.
The residual is the average of how far the line from each camera misses the best-fit point.
The maximum residual is a parameter that can be set so that the program rejects very
noisy data.
At this point, the position coordinates in space are determined for the markers at
all frame times. The next step is to determine the path of each marker or generate
"tracks". The first frame that the markers appear in is examined. In this frame each
marker is given a number so that its path can be identified in the frames that follow. The
frames that follow are then examined using two assumptions.
1. A marker will move in approximately the same direction and speed from one
frame to the next.
2. The distance between linked markers will remain the same.
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When the numbered marker from the first frame is recognized in a series of frames, the
"track" or "path" is generated. The next step is to identify which track corresponds to
which marker on the object. This must be done manually for each marker in one frame.
After this, the software can automatically identify the markers in the rest of the frames.
The 3-D position coordinate data as a function of time of each marker is now known.
Another role of the Tracking computer is to calibrate and configure the system.
This is a very important step that must be performed before motion detection (but only
needs to be repeated if the cameras are moved). The calibration procedure teaches the
computer the correspondence between marker images seen in the cameras and their
position in three dimensional space. The procedure is accomplished in two steps. The
first step involves the placement of a rigid metal frame shaped like a rectangular box,
called the "cube", in the capture volume so that it is visible to all cameras. The cube has
eight precisely located markers on it. The placement of the cube in the capture volume
identifies the origin of the coordinate system and initially establishes a relationship
between the video image and real world position of the markers. A second step is
needed because the cube calibration only accurately configures the system for the space
near the cube. To overcome this problem, a "wand" of precisely known length with
markers on each end is carried throughout the capture volume. Furthermore, the wand
data is used to calculate lens corrections for a phenomenon known as geometric lens
distortion. An algorithm is used to analyze the data acquired in both steps and
completely configure the capture volume. Once this is done, the positions of each camera
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are calculated. This information along with the known focal lengths of each camera
allows the system to track motion.
Time Series Analysis
The Eva software provides a Time Series Analysis function which can generate
velocities, accelerations, angles, and various other quantities from the X,Y,Z coordinate
data collected during motion detection. It can generate angular as well as linear
velocities. However, in order to use this function a proper license must be installed. This
capability of the software was not known at the time when the data was analyzed.
Instead, the angular velocities were generated from the procedure that will be described
in Chapter 7. In the future, one can use the Eva software to compare results for the
angular velocity vectors.
Animating Data with Matlab
A program was written in Matlab which animates the data obtained from the motion
detection system. Three sets of data were collected. The snapshots in Figure 5-6 show
the position of the triad at equal time intervals. This animation was used to verify that the
data collected from the motion detection system was consistent with what was observed
and expected. It was also used to find the set of data which had the most rotation.
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Chapter 6 - Simulated Data for Rectangular Tetrahedron
Introduction
Because of the limited experimental data available for analysis, a simulation of
the moment free rotation of a rectangular tetrahedron (with and without an attached mass)
was generated. A rectangular tetrahedron was chosen because the moments and products
of inertia about its center of mass are easily calculated and are all nonzero. The process
for simulating the trajectory data consisted of numerically integrating the rotational
equations of motion for the angular velocities by specifying initial conditions. The size
and mass of the tetrahedron was chosen to be similar to that of the golf club head.
Random error was incorporated into the data to simulate noisy measurements. This
chapter will detail the simulation process.
Rigid Body Geometry
The numerical integration of the equations of motion in (2.10) require that the
beta parameters be specified. The beta parameters are found from the moments and
products of inertia. The moments and products of inertia about the center of mass, G, of
the rectangular tetrahedron seen in Figure 6-1 are
I xx =;0 111, (1/ +1/ ),
I.ry =- 8'0 111, (ll2)'
I)J' =;01111 (1,2 +1/),
I.u =- 8'0 111, (1113 ) ,
I zz = 830 1111(t,2 +1/ )
Iyz =- 810 111,(1213)
(6.1)
where 1111 is the mass of the tetrahedron. Given the density p of the rectangular
tetrahedron, the mass is defined as
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(6.2)
These quantities can be used to calculate the beta parameters in (2.9). Also, the location
of the center of mass G, with respect to B is
(6.3)
,1
o
•
Attached Sphere, mass m2
Figure 6-1
y
Rectangular Tetrahedron, mass m.
Body Coordinate System
Since the combined system of the rectangular tetrahedron and attached sphere
must also be simulated, knowledge of the gamma parameters (3.6) are also required.
These parameters are found from the moments and products of inertia of the combined
system about the center of mass of the combined system, O. They can be derived from
the parallel axis theorem, and this procedure is given in Appendix A. The resulting
quantities are
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with
lo,xx =Ir.' +Ip +m" (a2+C"2),
10,yy =I.lY + I p + m" (a2+C"2),
10,zz =Izz + Ip + m" (a 2 +b 2 ),
lo,xz =I xz + I p + m"ac" (6.4)
C"=-.ll-d43' (6.5)
and where Ip is the moment of inertia of the attached sphere and m2 is the mass of the
attached sphere. 13
Simulation Method
The simulation begins with the integration of the rotational equations in (2.10).
The initial conditions on ~, o..y, and 0Jz were arbitrarily chosen. The Adams Moulton
Predictor Corrector method with a Fourth Order Runge Kutta starter was used to
numerically integrate the equations for the body-fixed angular velocities at specified time
intervals. After the data was generated, error was added to each data point. The error
was calculated by assuming a uniform distribution from some minimum error to some
maximum error. In a uniform distribution on an interval, each value in that interval is
equally likely to occur. The error, ei that was added to each data point was calculated as
(6.6)
where Ui is a (uniform) random number between 0 and 1. A random number generator
was used to calculate the Ui.
13 For a sphere whose body axes are located at its center of mass P, Ip:<x = If'yJ' = I pzz = I p and I pXJ•= I pxz = Ip!.z
=0.
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Chapter 7 - Generating Angular Velocity Data from Motion Analysis Output
Introduction
The data obtained from the motion capture of the golf club head is given in terms
of position coordinates relative to an inertial frame. However, the rotational equations of
motion used in quasilinearization are given in terms of body-fixed angular velocities.
This chapter describes the procedure used to convert the trajectory data into angular
velocities. No conversions are necessary on the simulated data since it is already in terms
of angular velocities.
The procedure used takes advantage of the relationship between the direction
cosine matrix and transformation matrix of two coordinate frames. For very small
rotations in very small time intervals, information found from this relationship can be
used to describe the instantaneous angular velocity vector of the body-fixed frame. This
will be explained in detail in the following sections.
Data from Motion Analysis
The data that was obtained from the motion detection system on the golf club
head apparatus presented in Chapter 5 consists of the X; Y,Z coordinates of four points, A,
B, C, and D relative to an inertial reference frame. Let the coordinates of these points be
represented as
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This data was collected at equal time intervals, At, of approximately 1/240 seconds. The
points are located on a body-fixed coordinate frame as seen in FigUre 7-1, with the
position coordinates measured at times Ii and t;+l.
C
C'
...----.......... B
o
A
time t i
A'
time ti+1
B'
Figure 7-1
Rotation Analysis
For very small At, it is reasonable to assume that the rotation that takes place
between the times ti and t;+l can be described by the direction cosines between the two
frames with coinciding origin as seen in Figure 7-2. However, it is also possible to
describe this rotation in terms of a body-fixed rotation sequence, such as the Euler angle
sequence 3,2,1. Since the direction cosines are quatities that can easily be calculateBy
developing a relationship between the Euler angles and the direction cosines for every dt,
can approximate the angular velocity.
The first step is to determine the direction cosines. Let us attach a coordinate
frame X1X2X3 to the system at time t i and similarly a coordinate frame X; x; X; to the
system at time t;+l as in Figure 7-3. The angle, By, between the two axes Xi and x; is
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called a direction angle. The direction cosine, cij, between the two axes Xi and x; is then
defined as
(i,j =1, 2,3) (7.2)
C'
A, =A+OO'
B, =B+OO'
C,=C+OO'
A'
Figure 7-2
B'
Figure 7-3
The direction cosine matrix is also defined as
(7.3)
To calculate the values of the direction cosines, the law of cosines can be used. The law
of cosines says that for a triangle with sides of length a, b, and c, and angle abetween
sides b and c, the following is true
or
b2 +c2 _a2
cosa=----
2bc
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(7.4)
(7.5)
Using (7.5), the direction cosines are found to be
20AOB
20AOC
20BOC
20A" -AA'2
c = 1
II 20A 2
20AOB
OA2+OC2_AC'2
C = 113
OA2+OB2-AB'2
C = 1
'2
20B2_BB'2
C = 1
22 20B2
OB2+OC2-C B'2
C32 = 120BOC
20AOC
OB2+OC2-BC'2
C = 123
20C2_CC'2
C = 1
33 20C2
(7.6)
where GA, GB, and GC represent the constants lengths between the points A, B, and C
and the origin, respectively. Alternately, this quantity can be calculated in the manner
described next to check accuracy of the data. The other quantities such as AtB' and CtA'
represent the linear distances between the two points that make up their name. These
distances can be calculated from
where PI represents any point 1 and Pz represents any point 2.
Now, that we have calculated the direction cosine matrix, we can define a
(7.7)
coordinate transformation between the two frames. If a position vector is given in the
X,X2X3 coordinate system as r ={x, x2 x3Vand in the x; x; x; coordinate system as
r' ={x; x; x;}, then the relationship between the two vectors is
{r'} =[cf {r} (7.8)
A similar relationship can also be developed in terms of a body-fixed rotation sequence
and will be described next.
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In a body-fixed rotation sequence, we begin with an initial frame and rotate it
about one of its axes which results in an intermediate frame. We then make a rotation
about one of the axes of the intermediate frame to get a second intermediate frame.
Lastly, we rotate about one of the axes of the second intermediate frame to arrive at the
final frame. In this sequence, any two successive rotations must be about nonparallel
axes. This requirement results in 12 possible sequences for a frame transformation.
These sequences are called Euler angle sequences. For this research, the 3-2-1 sequence
was used. In this sequence, the rotations of the Euler angles, If!, ¢, and f), take place about
the 3rd, 2nd, and 151 transformed axes, respectively. The following relation describes the
relationship between the coordinate systems of the initial and final frames.
{r'} =[R]{r}
where [R] is called the transformation matrix and for the 3-2-1 sequence is
(7.9)
[
COS If cos e sin Ifcos f) - sin f) ]
[R] = - sin Ifcos ¢+cos If sin esin ¢ cos If cos ¢ + sin If sin f) sin ¢ cos f) sin ¢ (7.1 0)
sin Ifsin ¢+cos Ifsin ecos ¢ - cos Ifsin ¢ +sin V/sin ecos ¢ cos f) cos ¢
We can see that [R] is equal to the transpose of the direction cosine matrix [c]. In other
words, [R] =[cr.
Angular velocity can be expressed in terms of the Euler angles and their rates. In
the body-fixed frame, this relationship is given by
OJ =(-/frsin e+if;) i +(/frcos f) sin ¢ +ecos ¢) j + (/frcos f) cos ¢ - esin ¢) k (7.11)
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For very small rotations between frames, we can invoke the small angle assumptions,
SIll X :::::: x, cos X :::::: 1, and neglect higher order terms in the angles. This yields
(7.12)
Thus if we know the rate of change of the Euler angles, we will be able to determine the
angular velocity vector.
For clarity, let us define !::J.1j/, !::J.¢, and,!::J.8 as the Euler angles taken on the
interval !::J.t. In order to calculate these angles on !::J.t, we can equate the transformation
matrix to the known direction cosine matrix. This results in an overdetermined system
of nine equations and three unknowns. There are two options at this point. The first is to
use a nonlinear least squares technique to solve the system. This method is outlined in
Appendix B and was used in this work. The second is to invoke again the small angle
assumptions on [R] and equate that to [cf. The results from this method are
[
I If/
R =cT => -If/ 1
8 -¢
(7.13)
If this rrtt(thod is to be used, you must verify that c21=-c12, etc., otherwise it is not a good
approximation
Once the Euler angles have been found for all !::J.t's in the time interval of interest,
we can approximate the angles as a function of time by
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If;+, =If; +11 If
¢;+1 = ¢; +11¢
8;+, =8; +118
where Ifl' ¢" and 8, are arbitrary and can be taken to be zero. From (7.12), we can
(7.14)
calculate ro by taking the derivative of this function. This can be done by simply dividing
If;, ¢p and 8; by 111. For a smoother derivative it is recommended to use a central
differencing derivative. However, in both cases, the resulting angular velocity function is
very noisy. Taking the derivative again to find the angular acceleration is even worse.
Using these results in quasilinearization could produce convergence problems.
Furthermore, they will produce an extremely poor initial guess to the parameters when
using (4.31). It is recommended to use a curve-fitting algorithm such as "polyfit" in
Matlab, to fit a smooth curve to If (I; ), ¢ (I; ), and 8 (I; ). A higher order polynomial
approximation is usually a very good fit when the data at the beginning and end of the
interval is ignored. The derivatives of these "fitted" functions can now used to get the
angular velocity and acceleration vectors.
It is of some importance to note that angular velocity vector is the same for all
coordinate systems fixed to a rigid body [12]. This is important because the rotational
equations are taken about a coordinate system attached to the center of mass. This means
that we can easily translate the results obtained from measurements of the angular
velocity vector from the triad coordinate system to one at the center of mass.
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Chapter 8 - Results
Introduction
The results obtained for the inertia parameters using the procedures outlined in the
previous sections will be presented in this chapter. First, a general discussion of the
results and comments on the procedure will be given. This includes discussion on
accuracy and convergence issues. It also details the problems encountered with the
process and gives possible solutions to these problems. Second, the results from the
analysis of the experimental data of the golf club head will be presented. Finally, three
different cases on the analysis of a rectangular tetrahedron will be presented and
examined.
General Results and Comments
Quasilinearization worked well in many simulated cases. In these situations,
convergence occurred quickly, usually in less than six iterations, and produced results
with less error than the initial approximation. However, convergence problems were an
issue in other situations. There were a few different reasons for this, and they will be
described next.
When using quasilinearization, convergence problems occurred when the
determinant of the inertia matrix was close to zero (less than 0.1 in most cases). This
happened for certain geometry configurations of the rectangular tetrahedron. In this case,
the solution would diverge because the inertia matrix is near singular. Small changes to
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the new guess for the parameters can result in a negative determinant value. For rigid
body motion, there will be no solution and the quasilinearization solution will diverge.
Even when the exact output data and initial values were used, convergence problems
were still encountered. This shows that there are instabilities in the numerical technique
itself. One method that helped convergence in these situations, was the use of a
relaxation parameter in determining the new guess for the initial conditions. In the
future, it is recommended that code be implemented which imposes the constraints in
(2.11) and (2.12) on the updated guess for the initial conditions. This should help with
the stability problems.
Other convergence problems occurred when one or more of the beta or gamma
parameters were very close to zero. This brought about rank deficiency. If it is known
ahead of time that one parameter will be approximately zero, the equations should be
rewritten to incorporate that fact. Also, better convergence to the true values of the
parameters was achieved when the non-dimensionalized angular velocity trajectory
stayed either between 0 and 1 or 0 and -1. When the trajectory had values that ranged
significantly between -1 and 1, the results weren't as accurate. It is recommended to
choose initial conditions such that this occurs.
Error in the boundary data and initial approximation also affect the convergence
of the quasilinearization scheme. It is obvious that if the boundary data is sufficiently
poor, no initial approximation will lead to convergence. In general 10% or less error in
the initial approximation with moderate noise error in the boundary data produced results
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that were 5-10% off from actual solution. This decreases to less than 5% error if the
noise in the data is small. However, this varies for each case. It is possible for good data
with up to 20% error in the initial guess, to yield decent results. For most well behaved
problems, convergence occurred in 6 iterations or less.
In some cases, accuracy of the result was greatly improved by trying to obtain
convergence on the parameters only (i.e. not the initial conditions). However, this is not
al~ays the case. It should be investigated to find out when it is appropriate to use this
method. Another factor that can improve (or degrade) the accuracy of the results, is the
choice of how many boundary points to use from the data that is available. When really
good data is available, better results were observed in some cases when a smaller number
of boundary conditions were considered. However, generally, for average quality data,
better results were obtained when all boundary data was taken into consideration.
A major problem was encountered in attempting to determine the correct center of
mass parameters from (3.10). This is because small perturbations in the true solutions of
the ratios of the inertia parameters cause very large errors to occur in these equations.
The method proposed in Chapter 3 will only yield correct results when near exact (>5
significant figures) beta and gamma parameters are used. A nonlinear least squares
scheme was also implemented on these equations, but the results were completely off.
Since the equations in (3.10) are theoretically correct, a perturbation analysis is necessary
to determine a way to solve this system with non-exact data. Further analysis of this
problem is needed in order to determine a solution.
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Results from Golf Club Head
Three sets of data were obtained from the motion detection system on the golf
club head apparatus with attached sphere. The third set of data was rather noisy and
therefore was not used to determine beta and gamma parameters. The results from
quasilinearization for the gamma parameters for data set 1 and 2 can be seen in Table 8-1.
The parameters from the two different sets are in agreement to one significant figure.
Their resulting angular velocities about the x, y, and z axes are plotted against the
experimental data from s.et 1 in Figure 8-1, Figure 8-2, and Figure 8-3, respectively. The
results were fairly consistent with the data. It is important to note, that the trajectory is
also dependent upon the initial condition. It is possible that a slight change in the initial
condition would create a trajectory which fits the data better.
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Golf Club Head Quasllinearlzatlon Results
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Results from Simulation of Rectangular Tetrahedron
The results for three different simulation cases that use the same rectangular
tetrahedron geometry are presented in Table 8-2, Table 8-3, and Table 8-4. The cases
differ in the amount of error that was added to the boundary data to represent noise and
the accuracy of the initial approximation. This geometry was chosen because its analysis
was particularly well behaved, and it produced very good results.
In case 1, the maximum possible noise in the boundary data was +/- 43 deg/s.
The maximum error in the initial guess was 10%. As can be seen in Table 8-2, the error
in the initial approximation ranged from 1.7% to 9.84%. Implementation of
quasilinearization reduced these errors to a range of 0.27% to 1.08%. This is a great
improvement. The resulting trajectories are plotted along with the noised data in Figure
8-4 and Figure 8-5.
In case 2, the maximum noise in the data is doubled to +/- 86 deg/s while the
maximum error in the initial approximation remains at 10%. Table 8-3 shows that the
error in the initial guess ranged between 2.58% and 7.76%. The solution from
quasilinearization produced results with error of less than 1.7% of their true value. These
results are excellent given the fact that the noise was doubled. The trajectories produced
from the calculated beta and gamma parameters and the noised data are shown in Figure
8-6 and Figure 8-7.
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In case 3, the maximum noise in the data remains at +/- 86 deg/s, while the
maximum percent error in the initial guess is increased to 15%. Increasing the error
beyond this point caused divergence from the solution to occur. The initial
approximation in this case had error ranging from 2.84% to 14.82%. The implementation
of quasilinearization decreased the error significantly in all cases but one. The results
from quasilinearization have error ranging from 3.62% to 5.57%. This is very good
considering the inaccuracies in the boundary data and in the initial guess. These results
are given in Table 8-4 and the trajectories generated are shown against the noised data in
Figure 8-8 and Figure 8-9.
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Chapter 9 - Summary
This paper presented a method for determining the inertia and center of mass
parameters for small rigid bodies. The method intended to find these values uniquely, but
because of problems in solving the center of mass equations (3.10), it was only possible
to find ratios of the moments and products of inertia. However, the results achieved in
determining the beta and gamma parameters look very promising. Furthermore, while
the equations for determining the center of mass proved unstable, their derivations were
sound. With further analysis, I am optimistic that a solution to this problem can be
determined.
Some suggestions for future improvement include the use of a higher accuracy
motion detection system and a redesigned golf club head apparatus with
attachable/detachable spherical mass. Curve fitting techniques that smooth the data from
the motion detection should also be looked into more closely. It would also be useful to
quantify the error of the motion detection system in terms of angular velocity instead of
position. Additionally, numerical techniques should be implemented into the
quasilinearization program which take into account the fact that the determinant of the
inertia matrix and all moments of inertia are always greater than zero. This should
improve stability problems for rigid bodies whose inertia matrix determinant is close to
zero. Error analyses which more clearly describe the relationship between convergence,
error in the boundary data, and error in the initial approximation should also be
conducted.
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Appendix A - Parallel Axis Theorem
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This section details the parallel axis thereom.
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Appendix B- Nonlinear Least Squares
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Nonlinear Least Squares:
Brief description of Newton's nonlinear least squares to solve R'=c where R is the
3-2-1 (psi, phi, theta) Euler angle transformation matrix where' designates transpose and
c is the direction cosine matrix.
The INPUTS are: c - the direction cosine matrix between two coordinate systems, 3x3
tol - the relative tolerance between iterations for convergence
The OUTPUTS are: xi - vector of Euler angles psi, theta, phi respectively for 3-2-1, 3xl
iter - number of iterations to convergence
From R'=c the following equations are formed:
r(1)=cos(psi)cos(theta)-c(1,1 )=0
r(2)=-sin(psi)cos(phi)+cos(psi)sin(theta)sin(phi)-c(1,2)=0
r(3)=sin(psi)sin(phi)+cos(psi)sin(theta)cos(phi)-c(1,3)=0
r(4)=sin(psi)cos(theta)-c(2,1)=0
r(5)=cos(psi)cos(phi)+sin(psi)sin(theta)sin(phi)-c(2,2)=0
r(6)=-cos(psi)sin(phi)+sin(psi)sin(theta)cos(phi)-c(2,3)=0
r(7)=-sin(theta)-c(3,1)=0
r(8)=cos(theta)sin(phi)-c(3,2)=0
r(9)=cos(theta)cos(phi)-c(3,3)=0
xi=[psi theta phi]'
f(xi)= 1/2*sum(r(iY'2) = 1/2*r'r
g=gradient(f) = [df/dpsi df/dtheta df/dphi]' = J'r where J is the Jacobian
H=Hessian(f) = gradient(g) = [d2f/dpsi2 d2f/dpsidtheta d2f/dpsidphi ]
[d2f/dthetadpsi d2f/dtheta2 d2f/dthetadphi]
[d2f/dphidpsi d2f/dphidtheta d2f/dphi2 ]
Using Newton's method to solve min(f(xi)), the iteration scheme is:
xi(k+1)=xi(k)-inverse(H(k))g(k)
or equivalently
xi(k+l)=xi(k)-d(k)
where d(k) is the solution to linear system: H(k)d(k)=g(k)
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List of Computer Programs:
1. AB.m - generates matrices for linear least squares for in (4.31)
2. animation.m - animates the trajectory data obtained from the motion detection
system on the golf club head apparatus
3. adamsmoulton.m - uses the Adams-Moulton predictor corrector method to find the
solution of a system of three first order equations
4. n.m - this function evaluates {dPhij/dt} =f1 (Phij) in quasilinearization
5. n.m - this function evaluates {dp/dt} =f2(p) in quasilinearization
6. g.m - this function evaluates {domega/dt}=g(omega,params) or g(z) in quasi
7. Jac.m - this function calculates the Jacobian for g with respect to z where
Jij=dg(i)/dzj
8. nlls.m - this function uses Newton's nonlinear least squares to solve R'=c where R is
the 3-2-1 Euler angle transformation matrix and c is the direction cosine matrix
9. runge_44.m - this function is a fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme for a system of
three first order equations
10. tl_new.m - converts XYZ coordinates from motion detection on golf club head
apparatus to angular velocities (numerical derivatives); generates initial approx.
11. tl_3.m -- converts XYZ coordinates from motion detection on golf club head
apparatus to angular velocities (polynomial fit to data); generates initial approx.
12. t3_new.m - simulation for rectangular tetrahedron including addition of noise to data
13. thesisl.m - implements quasilinearization
14. Maple file: cg_approxl.mws - approximates center of mass and Ixx from given beta
and gamma parameters
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